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WESTFALIA
SYSTEM*]

Key to efficient milking and high milking yield
is a stress-free, operator-friendly milking
environment. Thanks to newly developed
technology, that system is now available.
Westfalia's AUTOTANDEM Parlor is the most
high-tech system available on the market
today, yet it's so simple to use, it can be
operated by just one person. Compared to
traditional stall configurations, the
AUTOTANDEM Parlor can increase milking
efficiency by as much as 40% or more per
stall!

Your cows receive individualizedattention
with the AUTOTANDEM System. Each cow

-has her own stall, and freely moves in and out
of it without bothering or slowing up the
others. The operator always has a more
complete view of the entire cow.

7 Reasons Why
Westfalia's AUTOTANDEM

is the Most Efficient and
User-Friendly System

Available:

With the AUTOTANDEM, you'll milk more
cows per stall per operatorper hour. One
person alone can handle a double 5
AUTOTANDEM System, milking 80-85
cows per hour. Think about it—eight cows
per hour, per stall. Now... that's efficient!

I. Smooth, Stress-Free Milking
Shw or highproducing cows
no longer control how long
cows will remain in the parlor.
Each cow milks at her own
rate and leaves when finished.

2. Less StressDuring Letdown
In her own milking stall, each
cow can concentrate on
milking without interruption.
Nervous cows or cows in heat
do not interfere with any
others.
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3. IndividualAttention
Cows stand in the stall

- lengthwise, fully visible to the
' operator who can detect

health problems and better
manage the milking routine.

4. High Hourly Throughput
Compared to other milking
configurations, the
AUTOTANDEM can increase
efficiency by as much as 40%!

5> FewerMilkingPlaces
In groupparlors, one cow can
slow down the entire
operation. With the
AUTOTANDEM, milking
proceeds regardless of any
cow s pace. So fewer milking
places are needed.

6. Excellent Working
Conditions
With the udder right in front of
you, it s easier to attach the
milker. And the stimulating
pulsator reduces your
preparation workload for you.

7. Cost-Effective Modernization
With the reduced number of
stalls and high-tech equipment
needed with AUTOTANDEM,
you'll save money.
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